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Abstract
This article aims to identify the social actors and the content of the demonstrations on Twitter about the gang rape occurred with a Brazilian teenager in 2016. We collected 200 tweets between May 25 and 28, 2016, according to the participation after the fact and at the time of highest views in this social network. Through the content analysis of tweets and retweets, we found a majority trend against gender discrimination in the sample studied. There were some opinions that relativized the crime, which indicates a sexist view on the matter by some social actors. The demonstrations are generally independent, although there is the presence of women’s groups and opinion makers. Most of recirculated contents on Twitter was produced by mainstream news media.
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Introduction

Data collected worldwide about rape are worrisome. The UN report - United Nations, reveals that about “120 million of young women in the world, the equivalent to one in ten, was a victim of rape or harassment until the age of 20” (BRASIL POST, 2014).

This data refers not only to poor countries, but also to rich countries. In a report produced by Cerqueira and Coelho (2014) for Ipea (Institute for Applied Economic Research), it is stated that in countries such as USA, for instance, the rates for 2006 showed that 0,2% of people were raped per year in that country, the majority of them (two thirds), being women. In Brazil, the same report shows that 0.26% people per year are raped. In other words, 527 thousand people suffered rape attempts or were raped. Only 10% of those cases are registered in police stations, according to the report.¹

¹ According to the report, for methodological clarifications and possible biases in the data, “Ipea conducted a questionnaire on victimization, within the scope of the Social Perceptions Indicators System (SIPS), which contained some questions about sexual violence. Based on the responses, it was estimated that each year in Brazil, 0.26% of the population suffers sexual violence, which indicates that there are 527 thousand attempts of rape or consumed rapes annually in the country, of which 10% are reported to the police. This information is consistent with data from the Yearbook of the Brazilian Public Security Forum (FBSP) of 2013, which pointed out that, in 2012, 50.617 cases of rape were reported in Brazil. However, this statistic should be viewed with caution. As previously pointed out, perhaps the methodology used in the SIPS is not the most adequate to estimate the prevalence of rape and can only serve as an estimate for the lower limit of prevalence of the phenomenon in the country” (CERQUEIRA; COELHO, 2014, p.7).
Researchers who elaborated the Ipea report clarify that previous data may be biased, once there is a dramatic difference regarding notifications of rape attempts or consumed rapes in municipalities that have healthcare centers compared to those that do not have. The report reveals that in 2011, in 3,901 Brazilian municipalities with less than 20 thousand inhabitants and that probably did not have healthcare centers, the notifications ratio falls to a quarter of the population. In the 2,113 municipalities that offer this specialized service, the ratio goes up to three quarters, almost 75% (CERQUEIRA; COELHO, 2014).

The study also reveals the victims and offenders’ profiles. For the victims, notifications show that 88.5% were women, 70% children and adolescents. Data showed that 51% of those who suffered the violence are black or pardos\(^2\) and 46% have completed elementary school (CERQUEIRA; COELHO, 2014, p.7). Still, according to Cerqueira and Coelho (2014, p.9), regarding the offenders, the overwhelming majority are men, and there is a slight variation on the crime nature towards children, when approximately 92% are men; in the case of adolescents and adults, the rate goes up to 96%. A little more than 56% of children’s offenders are the parents or acquaintances of the victim, with 1.8% being women (p.9). The older the victim is, the greater are the chances of this offender being a stranger. Between 20 and 40% of cases, rape is associated to alcohol ingestion (p.10). Another relevant data is that the number of offenders is “bigger when the victim is an adolescent (...) 15% of rapes registered in Sinan - Brazilian Case Registry Database, of the Ministry of Health, were committed by two or more offenders” (p.8).

Before implementing the Law n° 12.015, as of August 7, 2009, rape was not acknowledged as crime “against sexual dignity and liberty”, but as against the morals, what means a great advancement regarding the rights of victims from sexual crime, including the LGBTQ (PRESIDÊNCIA DA REPÚBLICA, 2009).\(^3\)

According to the Superior Court of Justice, “the crime of rape is heinous, even when not causing death or severe injury on the victim”. In 2013, decisions all over the country were unified about the seriousness of those acts, resulting in stiffer penalties to the offenders. Before that, the Law 11.340, as of August 7, 2006, known as Maria da Penha, was a progress regarding crimes of domestic and family violence against women (JUSBRASIL, 2006).\(^4\)

\(^2\) Color or Race - characteristic declared by people according to the following options: white, black, yellow, pardo (a designation used in Brazil to characterize mixed races, generally with darker skin tones) or indigenous, according to IBGE - Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics. More information available at: <http://www.ibge.gov.br/home/estatistica/populacao/condicaodevida/indicadoresminimos/conceitos.shtm>. Accessed on: August 4, 2017.


\(^4\) Article 1: This law creates mechanisms to restrain and prevent domestic and family violence against women, in accordance with § 8 of art. 226 of the Federal Constitution, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Violence against Women, the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence against Women and other international treaties ratified by the Federative Republic of Brazil; Provides for the creation of Domestic and Family Violence Courts against Women; and establishes assistance measures and protection to women in situations of domestic violence. (JUSBRASIL, 2006).
However, on May 25, 2016, a crime was not restricted to the anonymity of the domestic setting. This time, the image of a naked 16 years-old female adolescent, lying unconscious on a bed, in a house in Morro São João, in Praça Seca, West Zone of Rio de Janeiro. She was victim of group rape and that image was rapidly spread on the Internet. Right after the images were disclosed, a torrent of protests invaded the digital social networks, newspapers, news radio and TV stations of the mainstream media, and the streets. According to the newspaper O Globo, “Many Internet users have changed their profile pictures for images related to the matter, as in an unintentional campaign. The hashtag ‘#Estupro’ (#Rape) has become a trending topic in the country.” (RESENDE, 2016)

The theme caught our attention for its nature (being a rape); for the fact that the offenders disclosed videos of the crime on social media, causing a national and international commotion; for involving gender matters and a teenager; for the presence of multiple social actors that expressed themselves about the occurred on social media, especially on Twitter. Therefore, we sought the social actors in our research and their arguments used to discuss the crime, including in our observations the role of the media in this scenario For doing so, we carried out a qualitative and quantitative research, using the technique of content analysis on the messages posted on Twitter between May 25 and 28, 2016.

In the procedure of collecting posts, we considered the hashtag #estuprocoletivo (#gangrape), created to assort content in categories on Twitter. 200 posts and their respective ramifications were analyzed during four days (May 25 to 28, 2016). The details of the analysis categories will be presented in topic 4.

As theoretical references, we take the concepts of “social actors”, according to Crozier and Friedber, cited by Dubar (2004), and Bourdieu and Torraine, cited by Ferreira (2017), to identify the authors of the posts; of gender, having in mind the power and domination relations between men and women, according to Bourdieu (2002), Scott (2016) and Gomes (2008); and of public sphere, to discuss the role of social media and the opinion formation, according to Habermas (2003), Fuchs (2015) and Castells (2013, 2015).

A naked body

The naked and unconscious body of the 16 years old teenager was laying on a bed, in a place called “slaughterhouse”, exposed to thousands of people on digital social media, beside a man that was saying: “more than 30 has made her pregnant [the adolescent]”. This scene reveals the subjugation of a women’s body that, according to Bourdieu (2002, p.13) is “a product of domination” made natural by its appearance.

The symbolic violence resulting from the social position historically occupied by men in the patriarchal system legitimate the male chauvinism as an expression of the relations between men and women, in which majorly men dominate and women are subdued: “the current taxonomy lean to oppose, hierarchizing the most frequent properties among the
dominants and those that are most frequent among the subdued (fat/thin, big/small, polite/rude, light/heavy, etc.)”, complementing the list, men/women (BOURDIEU, 2002, p.76).

In this sense, the sociologist considers that the body experience the enforcement of the “socially demanded body” and the “practical relation with his/her own body imposed by the others’ looks and reactions”, creating “the disturbed body”, which uneasiness is bigger or smaller according to “sex and status in the social space” (BOURDIEU, 2002, p.77).

The disturbed body suffers symbolic violence, and the other types of violence, arises from the place it occupies in the social space, as said before. It is important to consider that the domination relations are associated to the socially imposed body, which means that men and women are victims of gender violence. To assume that is to extrapolate the association between sex and gender that Bourdieu (2002) communicate in his conceptions about male domination. It is necessary to consider that when a dissonance between the social perception imposed over the body and the gender identity occurs, it is not possible to consider gender and sex as similar categories.

In this sense, Scott (2012) highlights that “The use of ‘gender’ places emphasis upon a whole system of relations that may include sex, however it is not directly determined by sex nor directly determine sexuality” (p.7).

Following Scott’s example, who considers the “gender” category useful to discuss historical power and domination relations between men and women, instead of opposing male and female, Gomes (2008, p.238) analyzes that the expression “gender violence” comprehends much more complexity of violence relations between men and women, considering as scope” the manliness models that may structure violence in the gender relations”. The author dissociates sex from gender, in Scott’s perspective, emphasizing “a more amplified comprehension of those facts, situating in the scenario of gender relations that may produce/reproduce violence”.

In the case of gender violence, it is necessary to consider, in this article, that despite the fact of dealing with gang rape against an adolescent, “locking certain characteristics as exclusive of a specific gender”, may “configure as one facet of violence” (GOMES, 2008, p.238-239). Therefore, what must be taken into account in our observations is that, historically, women suffer violence for being associated to the “binomial mother and prostitute”, quoted by Simone de Beauvoir, which origins is in the “premise of heterosexuality and in the institutional matrix of patriarchate”, as analyzed by Swain (2011). The author also mentions that “maternity would be her destiny and her transcendence, and prostitution is the immanence in the impurity of her sex” (SWAIN, 2011).

This binomial is reflected in criminal attitudes that occurred against women and men that are not framed in stereotypes of male and female. Foucault (1995, p.235) as quoted by Temer and Santos (2016, p.6) considers that, “deep down, all the struggles are concerning one matter: who am I? and more: the “institutions that shape and subdue the individual”,
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‘categorize the individual’, make him/her a hostage of their own identity, ‘impose a law of truth’, that the individual and the others shall recognize”.

**Social networks and social actors in the public sphere**

Matters related to sexual violence, in the specific case of feminine sexual violence, are complex. The analyzed case becomes even more relevant for concerning an underaged woman exposed to the frenzy scenario of social digital media. Therefore, this study stimulates the debate so we can visualize how violence situations are handled in the contemporary public, impacted by the reality of new communication and information technologies. The present has new dynamics that allow the exposition of women, as we will observe in the case at hand. But the same public sphere that exposes women also opens space for them to protect and pursue their rights, which creates debate groups and impact phrases in electronic lists that emphasize women’s empowerment.

This way, it is necessary to revisit the public sphere concept, created by Habermas in 1961, understood as the public space between the State and the civil society, in which citizens make their statements, augmenting about public interest matters\(^5\) (HABERMAS, 2003). Nowadays, the debates about the concept are relighted, since the use of social medias in the Internet can mean the possibility of constituting a new space where public opinion may can freely manifested, or, at least, in alternative ways.

The press was considered by Habermas as one of the pillars to configure the public sphere in the XVIII century, once intellectuals took positions against monarchists and the Church and stated them in newspapers - a moment that marked the beginning of idealist press, or the press of ideas. With the advent of the modern press or merchant press (MARCONDES FILHO, 2000), the newspapers contribution for the formation of public opinion was questioned, as the news industry works under the capital sign, which has commercial interests.

This is the perspective of Thompson (2014), who criticizes the initial concept of public sphere, proposed by Habermas, reminding us that:

> The media commerce deeply changes its character: what before was an exemplar forum of critical-relational debates has solely become a cultural consumption domain, and the bourgeoisie’s public sphere becomes empty in an unreal world of images and opinions. (THOMPSON, 2014, p.109).

---

\(^5\) Chaparro (2012) defines public interest as one that is linked to ethical values: “The public interest, in the understanding that political science attributes to it (see: Bobbio, Norberto; Matteucci, Nicola; And Pasquino, Gianfranco - Dictionary of Politics, 5th edition, v. 1, p.106, Brasilia, Editora UnB, 1909) defines indivisible immaterial goods, which belong to all, that is, to a totality united by the values-truths in which they believe. Concrete values such as the Fatherland, the Family, the Church, or abstract values such as Justice, Liberty, Equality, Dignity, Honor, the right for Life and Happiness. Motivating and justifying values of human actions, including the actions of narrating and analyzing the things of Today, which belong to journalism”. CHAPARRO, Manuel Carlos. Interesse público não se confunde com “interesse do público”. O xis da questão. Available at: [http://oxissdaquestao.provisorio.ws/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/2012_7_14_7_31_31_54154.pdf](http://oxissdaquestao.provisorio.ws/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/2012_7_14_7_31_31_54154.pdf). Accessed on: July 02, 2017.
However, Thompson’s great merit was the perception that the media does not determine what people think. To the author (2014, p.67): “Even if the individuals have little or no control over the contents of symbolic news that are offered to them, they can use, work and re-elaborate them in completely extraneous ways to those intentions or goals of producers”. This is what we will also propose to observe in this article, bearing in mind the recirculation of news in online social media, crossed and reconfigured by opinions of social actors.

Online social media will be here seen as a public communicational space/process, despite the contradictions inherent to the very cyberspace, that is occupied by big technology and information companies, in which access and comprehending conditions are not equal among citizens. Fuchs (2015) criticizes the idealistic interpretations of the public sphere concept. To him, some authors, such as Benkler and Castells “focus on political and cultural communication and ignore the materiality of the public sphere and political economy that Habermas emphasized” (FUCHS, 2015, p.7).

Although we do not totally agree with Fuchs, because we believe that Castells brought this dimension in his reflections, there is a consideration that we have to include. Fuchs (2015, p.8) arguments that some approaches do not ask: “Who owns Internet platforms? Who owns social media?”.

In his article for the *Contracampo* Journal, “Social Media and the Public Sphere” (2015), the author tries to answer those and other questions. He broadly discusses the digital public sphere concept, starting from the verification that modern society is divided into different spheres: economic, political and cultural, which are all connected. Those three spheres correspond: the first to the “production of use value”; the second to “collective decisions”; and the third, the cultural, is the sphere in which “social meanings and moral values are created”. The “public sphere/civil society” connect those divisions and “creates an overlapping between the public sphere and those areas: sociopolitical, socioeconomic, and sociocultural spheres”. For him, in modern society model “the relation between structures and actors is dialectical”, in which “both levels continuously create one another” (FUCHS, 2015, p.12).

In these dynamics, apart from division and relation between spheres, there is also the segregation of roles and the “creation of power structure (for instance, employer-employee, bureaucracy of state-citizen, citizen of the nation-immigrant, manager-assistant, roles of dominant gender, and sideline genders roles)” (FUCHS, 2015, p.13-14). The power is connected to structure control and their possession; the individuals organize themselves and act toward self and social group’s interests that represent them. However, it is possible to exist conflicts and disputes in the three spheres of modern society.

But if there are losses and conflicts in contemporary public sphere, there are also gains. Despite the contradictions, the public sphere is constituted of dialog spaces. Castells (2013)
considers that the conflicts in societies are signs of power relations where there are powers and counter-powers. According to the author, social networks are an opportunity for all social actors to question the institutions’ power, claiming their rights, interests and values.

As shown in this study, not only the institutions’ power, but also the values that emerge from those institutions are suffering impact by the networks. The author, on dealing with power relation matters and disputes that are shaped in the contemporary public sphere, plot a social and cultural contextualization, reflecting in the sense that both the domination dynamics and the resistance to domination depend nowadays on network formation and strategies of attack and defense. Consequently, the networks process the daily contradictions, in other words, male chauvinism, the patriarchal society, violence against women, prejudice, but also tolerance, citizenship, empowerment.

For Castells (2015, p.59), today, sources of social power are not different from our historical experience, but the terrain where power relations operate has changed. This says the author, is due to a new organization of social actors: “Meaning is constructed within society by means of communication process” (CASTELLS, 2015, p.59). Legitimacy depends on the consent obtained by the construction of meaning. Thus, a point of view is built around the values and interests of citizens expressed through debate in the digital public sphere. There is, however, the ability of citizens to produce content, even if that content and ambience deserve to be assessed.

For example, societies are unequal. Therefore, participation and access are also unequal in the public sphere. Habermas (apud FUCHS, 2015, p.17) also expressed his concerns about “economic colonization of the world of life” and “feudalization of the media system”. In the case of online social networks, the allotment made by large IT companies may also mean “feudalization of the media system” (p.6) (to use the term coined by Habermas), which in this case occurs through companies that primarily have a vocation for technology and information, not by traditional communications companies.

Gradually, I.T. companies incorporate communication functions that have become tools offerings, such as blogs, social networks, appropriated as public spaces by social actors. In them, power relations can be shaped and confronted, especially in the case of controversial themes, of social events, for which immediate position is required. During these events, the social agents do not just distribute information, but there is interactivity. The actors in the networks extrapolate the virtual universe and materialize themselves in the streets, bars, universities. Today, there are new actors on the scene who have appropriated their own causes.

**The actor in the digital public sphere**

Social actor is one of the possible names given to subjects, according to sociology. As such, the actor must be taken as a human construction that has the ability to elaborate strategies

Ferreira (2017), in her article “Similar to same, different to similar: subject, actor, agent and protagonism”, cites Touraine (1998) and Bourdieu (1983) to approach the subject. The differences between two sociologists, says the author, is that the first considers social actor as an agent committed to political, economic and gender causes, seeking to have control over its own existing conditions; while for the second one, “social actors” are immersed in their “habitus”, built in the social field in which they act, occupying some positions that reveal domination relations (p.8).

In this article, we assume that the actors in social media can be agents of change at the same time that they also reproduce values, rules and domination relations.

Having in mind the theoretical approach adopted, we present the procedures of posts capturing in Twitter for this study. Twitter was chosen for being used by journalists, citizens and organizations. 50 posts were selected per day, in the period between 25 and 28 May, 2016, which was observed as the moment with the higher number of posts. The time for the collection of the posts was from 11:00 to 11:30 p.m. The option for the night time was due to the fact that, according a study by Sprinklr, this is primetime in terms of number of people on Twitter (HORÁRIOS NOBRES, 2016). To collect the data, we used the Scup search tool. Because the collection took place after the occurred, some critical posts were deleted. Even so, it was possible to observe the moves of the social actors and the trend in the manifestations.

To collect the data, we used the search engine Scup. Due to the collection occur after the period, some more critical posts were removed from the social network, even so, it was possible to observe the movement of social actors and the trend of manifestations.

The tool contributed to define the sample studied: delimitation of more expressive time and days in terms of posting. However, the qualitative research required the post-to-post reading for the analysis, according to previously established categories: 1) posts with retweets (to verify if the posts were original or derived from other social actors, such as opinion leaders, institutions etc.); 2) posts with content linked to the mainstream press (to observe the presence of press means in the social actors’ posts, through links from TV stations, portals and printed newspapers); 3) the approach of the posts, being divided into six subcategories: posts with commentaries (no value judgment expressed in relation to rape); posts with critical content

---

7 Scup is a monitoring tool of social networks, which operates intensely in the professional market, but currently has started forming partnerships with researchers and universities. The page can be accessed at: <www.scup.com.br>. Accessed on: August 4, 2017.
(when there is a judgment or positive or negative elaboration regarding the subject); posts with expressions of sadness (expression sadness feelings for what happened); posts of awareness/solidarity (expressions of solidarity towards the victim or expressions of awareness attitudes regarding rape culture); posts with satire and surveys (there were people who launched in the network a kind of research on the subject, in order to know the actors’ positions on the matter). Finally, two last categories: 5) gender and 6) social actors.

As Fragoso, Recuero and Amaral (2012, p.15) suggest, social research has always been difficult, and the possibility of being able to observe society on a broad scale has always seemed remote. In this sense, “Internet has given social scientists a gift”. Today we can see more interactions than we ever expected on issues such as violence, male chauvinism, rape culture, among many others.

Bardin (2010, p.38) defines content analysis as “a research technique whose purpose is the objective, systematic and quantitative description of manifest content in communication”. Thus, the choice for content analysis is because this method allows us not only an in-depth analysis of the posts, but also the social articulations through the messages exchanged by the citizens. Complementing the content analysis, the authors sought the origin of the posts (information, ideas and comments) in tweets with retweets, to identify the dynamics of the circulation and recirculation of these contents.

About Retweets (or re-posting)

It was found that in addition to rely on retweets, social actors were based on third-part Twitter links to guide their manifestations on the topic. They also relied on news videos or testimonials from other agents, as well as news from the mainstream press. Retweet is a first indication of how people communicated on the network about the gang rape. In table 1 we show the number of retweets per day in the 200 tweets analyzed:

### Table 1 – Retweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May 25</th>
<th>May 26</th>
<th>May 27</th>
<th>May 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 retweets</td>
<td>14 retweets</td>
<td>12 retweets</td>
<td>24 retweets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

Example of a recurring retweet compared a gang rape occurred in India and what happened in Brazil, “RT @XXXXXX 3: Gang rape in India, “that’s horrible! Those Indians are savages! Gang rape in Brazil: ‘But she must have teased them...’”

---

8 Retweets are new posts third-party posts, or reproductions of tweets. This is when we reproduce third-party posts, with additions or not.
9 For ethical reasons, although the statements are public, we will not identify the authors of posts.
Of 200 tweets we found 76 from retweets, that is, 38% of the demonstrations were referring to recirculated tweets from other actors, showing how people in the network are being guided by other actors. In addition to retweets, they use website links or other tweets and shortened links for news stories to express and reinforce ideas, re-circulating information and standpoints from third parties.

The posting of news and video links may be recurrent due to the limited character space on Twitter (140), or a sign of lack of initiative of the social actors to get involved in deepening the debate. However, it is not possible to be conclusive on this issue.

Here are some examples of the behavior of social actors in posts:

**Figure 1 – Post with news link, May 25, 2016**

![Post with news link, May 25, 2016](Image)

Source: Twitter.

In Figure 1, there is the indication of the topic debated and the effective information is given by the newspaper’s article. The social actor acts as an intermediary to promote the motivation of the debate on the investigation of collective rape.

Similarly, in the following case, a social agent sends a retweet of a report stating that the police demand the arrest of suspects, and to give additional information to the reader, adds the report of the portal Veja.com. In this case, there is the use of two elements to compose the information passed forward: retweet + news: “RT @XXXXXX: Police order the arrest of four suspects of collective rape in Rio [http://veja.abril.com.br/News/brazil/police-asks-the-prison-of-four-suspect-of-rape-collective-in-rio via @veja].”

The news published on the mainstream media were also guiding the content that circulated on the social network Twitter. They have been propagated from video links, newspaper portals, websites, and even their official social media networks. There were 82 reports that appeared through links and retweets. Below, we present the media that were

---

10 “Police investigates collective rape of teenager in Rio de Janeiro – Metropolis dlvr.it/LPXvhL” – Our translation.
mostly present in our sample, with highlights for R7\textsuperscript{11} (Rede Record portal), with 21% of the posts, and TV UOL (internet)\textsuperscript{12}, with 44% of the total.

**Graph 1** – Presence of communication media in posts

![Graph showing the presence of communication media in posts](chart)

Source: Own elaboration.

**Posts approach**

Regarding the type of commentary in Twitter during the analyzed period, we took into consideration eight types of approach, categorized after the observations. We saw that the types of approaches vary from commentaries (more neutral posts that simply reproduce information), criticisms (mainly show favorable or unfavorable positions regarding the fact, the criminal behavior or the victim), news (reproduce news of communications means), sadness (expressions of sadness regarding the fact), awareness/solidarity (expressions of solidarity and concerns regarding the exposition of the victim) satires (regarding the situation, the crime, the criminals) and surveys (questions asked based on the fact for Twitter users. In Table 2, we synthetized the observed trends.

\textsuperscript{11} R7 or R7.com is a portal of news and entertainment that belongs to the Record Communication Center. Internet address: <www.r7.com>.

\textsuperscript{12} First Brazilian broadcaster on the Internet. Belongs to the Folha Group. Internet address: <www.tvuol.com.br>.
### Table 2 – Twitter approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posts approach</th>
<th>May 25</th>
<th>May 26</th>
<th>May 27</th>
<th>May 28</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commentaries</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticisms</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness/Solidarity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satire</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (parallel matter)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

As seen in Table 2, news are the most present approaches in the posts, however, we see that the criticisms (59) and the comments (34) are very representative in the analyzed sample, and more humanistic manifestations such as Awareness/Solidarity (5) Sadness and (7) were not so frequently observed. This data suggest that most social actors took a position on the matter and disseminated it as a fact with many others relevance attributes. In the other analyzed categories, we observed various behaviors and feelings that varied from sadness to satire. The following is an example of Awareness/Solidarity post, in which one is asked not to speculate about the victim’s name, nor to share the video of the rape.
In the Post Approach, Criticism subcategory, both the favorable comments to the rape culture and the unfavorable ones were analyzed, as follows in Table 3, below.

**Table 3 – Breakdown of Critical Posts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Posts with Criticism</th>
<th>Against rape *</th>
<th>In favor of rape **</th>
<th>Others ***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59 posts</td>
<td>52 posts</td>
<td>5 posts</td>
<td>2 posts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ elaboration.
* Against the culture of rape or against violence against adolescents and children.
** In favor of rape culture or in favor of suspects.
*** Subjects not related to the matter of fact, although they are critical and bring the word rape.

13 “About the gang rape:
- Do not share the video. Do not share the video. Do not share the video.
- Do not speculate about: the victim’s name, localization, age, affective relations or reasons for these relations. In case you discover, do not disclose them. This is very important.
- Act with caution. Always.
Thank you
(And share – copy, paste, whatever)”. – Our translation.
Thus, as shown in Table 3, it can be seen that the critical manifestations were mostly against rape and in solidarity with women, that is, against violence. The posts expressed on Twitter in the period studied were opposed to the culture of rape and violence against women, demonstrating that there was outrage and protest in the social network in relation to the episode. It is possible to say that these approaches on Twitter may have been influenced by the characteristics of Twitter, by the crime’s nature and by the profile of social actors that manifested themselves in this social media.

Nonetheless, there are strong criticisms on the adolescent’s behavior, media coverage, the role of society, parental attitude in upbringing their children, such as those presented in the two videos analyzed below, selected due to, until the end of the collection for research data, they had already 777 thousand and 868 thousand views, respectively, representative numbers in terms of audience. Both were posted by men.

**Figure 3 – Video 1**

Source: YouTube.

**Figure 4 – Video 2**

Source: YouTube.

In Video 1, the author is said to be against rape, but ironizes the violence practiced against the adolescent. He mentions that if the community in which the crime occurred does not accept rapists, the “poor thing” (referring ironically to the adolescent) consented to the sexual act. The author of the video questions the society’s omission in relation to facts like this, and exclaims: “Omission is fault!” Further on, in a tone of indignation, he shouts: “They have made our nation miserable!” He calls on parents, teachers and society who, according to him, were negligent. For the aforementioned author, society would be diverting its eyes from the true social problem: education.

In Video 2, there are strong criticisms to the adolescent, with arguments that refer to her previous sexual behavior as a trigger for collective rape. The author of the video is in favor of reducing the age of criminality from 18 to 16 years. As in the previous case, the man also claims that if there was no consent the crime would not have happened, for “rape in the favela is death”, suggesting that in such cases criminals would be punished by the community itself. In the statements are no reviews to media coverage, specifically the Globo network.16

In the comments added to Video 2, similar arguments are observed, which reiterate that it was the victim’s fault rather than the perpetrators. Some even call the adolescent a “prostitute of trafficking”, and one would expect the “trafficker’s girlfriend”, who “goes to the favela and funk ball” to be raped: “these piranhas [whores] dispute “who has more sex in one night’, getting pregnant of “fuckers” that they do not even know the name”. Those are manifestations of discrimination that refer us to what Beauvoir refers to as the binomial “mother and prostitute”, a legacy of the patriarchal society, which expresses the prejudices one has regarding women and the feminine as gender identity.

Another aspect of tweets that deserve to be analyzed is the critique of commercial advertisements in the media. The Dolce & Gabbana brand advertisement, reproduced in one of the tweets (posts), in a critical tone, shows an image that, according to the social agent, stimulates the culture of rape. The netizen who posted the advertisement calls attention to the woman on the ground, immobilized, in a situation of submission and violence.

---

16 Globo Network is a Brazilian television network, watched by more than 200 million people every day, whether in Brazil or abroad, by TV Globo International. The station is the second largest commercial television network in the world, reaching 98.56% of Brazilian territory, covering 5,490 municipalities and 99.55% of the total Brazilian population. The company is part of the Globo Group, one of the largest media conglomerates on the planet.
It is also possible to observe another tweet about the personal page of the teenager who suffered the collective rape in Rio de Janeiro. There are comments for and against her position, exposing it to all kinds of public judgment.

Although most tweets and retweets have been adolescent-like or show outrage at rape culture, the comments or the weight of the audience conveyed by the videos that condemned the adolescent indicate that there is a further tendency to polarize the debates than awareness about social and cultural issues that involve such crimes.

**Social actors**

Considering original postings - from which the main tweets originated - there are in total 78 manifestations made by men, equivalent to 39% of our sample, 114 by women, 57%, and 8 by other actors dispersed in the network, NGOs, collectives and mainstream communication companies.

It is important to emphasize that the identification of social actors is not an easy task, since the citizen chooses how he wants to present himself on Twitter. Therefore, these figures may not accurately represent reality, but the contents express the ideology of the positions taken.

17 “What kind of advertising language that, in order to sell clothes, has to set up a scene with the woman on the ground, immobilized? Don’t you agree?” – Our translation.
What we can precisely state is that the original posts started predominantly from women, linked or not to collectives or institutions. Finally, we note that the theme brought to the digital public sphere both political figures and artists, who have manifested themselves or were called to manifest themselves.

In the case of politicians, we identify names such as former President Dilma Rousseff\(^{18}\), Congressman Jair Bolsonaro\(^{19}\), and the current President Michel Temer\(^{20}\) circulating in the comments more recurrently. Some examples of social actors are presented below.

**Politicians**

**May 26**

“Stop using the case of the collective rape to defend fucking Bolsonaro, geez dude, I hate it.”

“RT @folha: Dilma and actresses express rejection of teenager gang rape in Rio http://uol.com/bwjNhj https://t.co/VO1xdu6nb5”

**May 27**

“Outraged, Temer called emergency meeting after gang rape - Valencia Online http://fb.me/1fCBz8eA8”

**May 28**

“RT @xxxx: Lula’s desperate, to the point of setting up a fake collective rape with the help of blck bloc lawyer of PSOL. Do you understand?? #AvA?”

In the first example, it is perceived that the citizen manifests himself contrary to the ideas of the deputy Jair Bolsonaro (PP-RJ)\(^{21}\), a controversial figure in the Brazilian political scene, whose positions squander insults to blacks, women and homosexuals. Following this, two posts bring references to authorities: former President Dilma Rousseff and current President Michel Temer, who are included in the debate. In the case of Dilma and Temer, we have the reproduction of news with manifestations of repudiation of the crime, carried out by these public figures.

---

\(^{18}\) Ex-President Dilma Rousseff was already removed from office because of the impeachment process that was doing its course when the collective rape occurred. After the end of the process, she was substituted by Michel Temer.

\(^{19}\) Bolsonaro is known for his controversial and conservative positions on issues such as homosexuality, for example.

\(^{20}\) Michel Temer was Dilma Rousseff Vice President from 2011 to 2014 and from 2015 to 2016, took over as president while the impeachment trial of President Dilma took place in the Senate.

In the example of former president Lula, the content of the tweet extrapolates the fact itself, and gains parallel connotations. It is noticed that the term “collective rape” gains so much visibility in the network that begins to appear in Twitter in tone of irony: “Lula is desperate, to the point of setting up a fake collective rape ...”, says the citizen. The fact gains a joking tone within other connotations related to political practice and not sexual violence itself. The aforementioned despair mentioned by the author of the post is related to the fact that the former president of Brazil, of the Workers’ Party (PT), is involved in investigations carried out by the Federal Public Ministry of Brazil.22

Artists
May 25
“RT @xxxxx: Same day, a collective rape plot and the visit to the ministry of a guy who confessed rape on national network ...?”

May 28
RT xxxxx: What the red carpet offered to Frota has to do with the collective rape in Rio http://www.viomundo.com.br/denuncias/mario-magalhaes-o-que-tapete-vermelho-oferecido-a-alexandre-frota-tem-a-ver-o-estupro-coletivo-no-rio.html via @vi?

At the same day when the news of the collective rape gained repercussion, actor Alexandre Frota was greeted by the then Education Minister Mendonça Filho. He became a well-known actor in Brazil primarily due to his acting in pornographic films and for having confessed the rape of a ‘Mãe de santo’ (Umbanda’s religious figure) on TV – he later said it was just a joke. Fiction or not, the rape story was received with applause and laughter by a comedian in his TV program. No less disarmingly, this host commented on the pregnancy of a Brazilian singer, saying he would “fuck her and the baby”.2324

Jokes? The men who took part in the collective rape in Rio de Janeiro also assumed they were making a “joke” by posting the image of the abused girl they filmed. None of them was able to question the heinous crime. On social networks, they laughed at the woman, who was unconscious and bleeding. This type of behavior makes them co-responsible for physical violence against women and brings to the surface symbolic violence, which is as harmful as physic violence.

The fact is that the presence of Frota in the Ministry generated many protests in social networks, which we could highlight. It brought the actor to the scene on Twitter in a negative way, even compromising the image of the Ministry. What has become clear is that there is no need for a physical attack on women to shape violence. By making a joke, by giving voice to male chauvinism, by denying women their voices and objectifying their existence, signs of oppressive behavior emerge.

In another episode, the comedian Danilo Gentili was not spared by the social actors in the network. The following tweet exemplifies:

May 26
“RT @ludj: Guys, it’s no use getting indignant at the collective rape and following/enjoying Gentili (who deleted a post encouraging abuse).”

Netizens found out that a tweet of 2012, written by the comedian, had been erased after the episode of sexual violence against the teenager in Rio de Janeiro. Too late. At the time, Danilo Gentili said that the man who waits for a woman to get drunk and “black out” to “have sex” with her is a “genius”. After that, the comedian gained space in the social network for trying to aid in the investigations, asking his followers to report any information about the suspects. Some more unsuspecting netizens retweeted his request; others, more attentive, said: “and where do I denounce this guy here?” in criticism of the artist’s previous stance.

Other social actors

May 26
“@evandromesquita Collective rape expresses insane of exhibitionist male chauvinism. Phallocratic BBB is fed by culture of violent unpunished imprisonment”[sic]

May 27
“RTxxxx @SergioSGTF: Lobão creates controversy when commenting on case of collective rape in Rio http://extra.globo.com/casos-de-policia/lobao-cria-polemica-ao-comentar-caso-de-estupro-coletivo-no-rio-19383894.html #EstuproNãoÉCulpaDaVitima #LobaoSem?” [Sic]

Some artists were criticized, such as singer-songwriter Lobão and humorist Danilo Gentili. Other personalities were praised for their support of the teenager, such as President Dilma. Opinion leaders appear in posts through mentions25, as the singer and actor Evandro

25 Mention occurs when someone else cites another person, i.e., mention someone in a tweet, usually using the @ symbol and the name of the individual.
Mesquita and the journalist Sônia Abrão, or simple reference, such as the American actor Johnny Depp, who in the same week was involved in troubled episode of violence against his wife. In any case, the involvement of personalities in the debate reflects the relevance and proportion that the collective rape had.

Thus, what is clear is that crime caused commotion, demonstrations and polarizations among the most diverse social actors, involving them directly or indirectly in the discussions that circulated in the web. Among the social actors in Twitter, in addition to citizens, artists and politicians, we detect organizations, institutions and the press. As an example, UN Women, the Bar Association of Rio de Janeiro, Folha de S. Paulo, and the feminist space Panties in the Shower.

**Final considerations**

In the introduction of this article, we could contextualize the crime of rape and its incidence in Brazil, as well as the profiles of the victims and aggressors, in addition to some more recurring aspects of the IPEA (Institute of Applied Economic Research) research in these circumstances. The adolescent victim of the crime of collective rape does not escape the statistics: 70% of the victims of this crime are children and adolescents, 88.5% are women, and adolescents are more subject to collective rape. In the case of the aggressors, 96% are men, and the more the victim’s age increases, the greater the probability that the aggressor is a stranger. In between 20 and 40% of the cases, rape is associated to alcohol ingestion.

It is a crime against “sexual dignity and sexual freedom”, considered heinous by the Brazilian Civil Code. Therefore, it has serious consequences for victims - issues not discussed in this article. However, just for the fact that it is associated with dignity, whose meaning includes self-love, respect and honor, it is possible to measure the impact it has had on the 16-year-old adolescent. For this reason, the crime has had great repercussion in the press and social networks.

It was a video posted on Twitter that triggered the debate on social networks, so in this article we sought to identify the social actors as well as their manifestations on Twitter about the collective rape suffered by the teenager.

In light of the concepts of the public sphere, genders and online social media, we highlight some reflections that help us analyze the dynamics in online social media on a highly controversial theme that aroused commotion in Brazilian society.

We could verify that the movement of the actors in social media was intense, having been fed mainly in the by the press in the studied sample, from the video posted by one of the suspects of the crime on the Internet. According to Habermas, the media system is largely responsible for giving visibility to social actors, and it is there that people have the opportunity to have visibility.
In the case of online social media, as Castells (2015) says, by the communication model that allows a more active participation of society, they offer opportunities for citizens to claim their rights, express their values and express their interests. This is what can be observed in the case studied, since both citizens who are not linked to any group and feminist groups, as well as opinion makers, such as artists and journalists, have expressed their views on the subject, exposing their points of view, sometimes contradictory, that configured the collective and cultural spheres to which Fuchs (2015) refers.

The appropriation of social media by social actors consolidates the public sphere and its dimensions (economic, collective and cultural) at the intersection between the private (cyberspace as business of IT companies and communication companies) and the public (which is the presence of different social actors in the web to discuss topics of social relevance). In cultural public sphere, “social meanings and moral values are created” and in the sphere of collective decisions, social actors can build consensus (FUCHS, 2015, p.12), such as those observed on gender issues that emerged in the discussions about the collective rape. In the cultural sphere, there is also the reification of “certain characteristics as exclusive of a specific genre”, stereotypes present in the patriarchal society. As Gomes (2008, p.239) maintains, reification can “constitute as a facet of violence”, and in the case of the adolescent gang rape, some of the manifestations observed constituted gender violence by attributing a stereotype of female identity to the adolescent.

Independently of the violence of the crime and gender violence and themes present in the manifestations on Twitter, we emphasize that not only the number of posts in the sample studied but also the content approach, but ethical principles (of esteem to human life, of criticism to the culture of the rape and awareness of male chauvinism) were more present in the approach to the posts.

Although we observed a tendency of social engagement in gender issues, it was also possible to verify in the arguments a certain relativization of the aggressors’ attitude. Basically, there was a disqualification of the victim, associating her with the image of a prostitute, an opinion justified by alleged antecedents and behaviors considered unsuitable to morals and good manners, according to a macho view clearly manifested in some examples of posts presented in this article.

We also analyze the content of the sample that the victim’s image in the bed, next to her attackers, express male dominance and power relations in the patriarchal society (BOURDIEU, 2002). As a social institution, patriarchy shapes and subdues the subject and, as Foucault (1995, p.235) said, quoted by Temer and Santos (2006, p.6), “‘imposes on him a law of truth’, which both the subject and others must recognize”.

Finally, the reverberation and recirculation of content produced by news portals, websites and journalistic blogs by social agents on Twitter confirms, in the analyzed sample, that the mainstream media continues to be a key element in the processes of public
opinion formation, although the agents that make it recirculate do not have control over its production. However, as says Thompson (2014, p.67): “Even if the individuals have little or no control over the contents of symbolic news that are offered to the, they can use, work and re-elaborate them in completely extraneous ways to those intentions or goals of producers”.

Taking advantage of Thompson’s cue, we recall Genro Filho (1987) when he analyzes journalism and its contradictions. As a phenomenon related to capitalism and technology, journalism is neither neutral nor immune to interests. In the cultural industry it is a commodity, however, as it disseminates information, no matter how superficial it may be, it has a democratizing and lucidity potential as a form of knowledge in the world, being reverberated, recirculated and recreated in social media. Thus, even with all of Habermas’s critique of the capitalist media that, for the author, makes the public sphere and participatory democracy unfeasible, contemporary society has reinvented its own gaps.
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